Study Abroad in the UK
Cambridge, Edinburgh & UCL Scholars
Cambridge Factors to Consider

• 3.6 GPA in most subjects, but suggest 3.8 in mathematics
• Classes only in one tripos (major), which has 3 parts
• Only tripos in the STEM fields available with some restrictions:
• No biochemistry, no material sciences, in biological sciences (PDN, Neuroscience, Zoology)
Edinburgh Factors to Consider

• 3.0 GPA for all subjects
• Cannot take classes in the Vet or Medical School
• Can take business and law classes
• Admitted into the College of Science and Engineering (CSE)
• Must take 60 to 80 credits with at least 2 classes in your major
• Can always take up to 20 credits in the College of Arts, Humanities, & Social Sciences (CAHSS). May take up to 40 credits in CAHSS if 40 are taken in CSE
UCL Factors to Consider

- UCL: 3.3 stated minimum for CS plus strong reference letters, but seems to take 3.9+ to be admitted – you need to apply for another program (2 if your alternate is Cambridge) if you have > 3.9 cum GPA
- UCL: 3.5 minimum for Biomedical Sciences & background in physiology, anatomy, etc. UCL: 3.3 for Neuroscience & background
- UCL: 3.5 for Biological Sciences
- UCL: Molecular Biosciences is 3.5
- All other UCL fall admit subjects require 3.3
- Cannot take Physics, Math, or Astronomy
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